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But 'you' wouldn't fall for black flag ops and simplistic exposed LIES?
We never tire or get hoarse screaming truth from the mountain tops -- as it is known that
one TRUTH defeats a billion lies. We have an unfair advantage; you see, 'they' have to
spend zillions and harness the entire corporate media to perpetuate their LIES,
propaganda and misinformation.
We know al-Qaeda is a CIA created 'threat' (Hollywood Bin Laden) or a 'friend' (Libyan Rebels)
depending on Corporate and Banker needs and requirements.
Quiver in fear dreamboats, we NOW have an invisible underpants bomb to deal with; so the next
time you get genitally groped, you'll know its all done to keep chicken shits safe and to sexually
satisfy gropers and perverts.
It was Mickey Mouse that developed the invisible underpants bomb with the technical assistance of
illiterate tribals and camel herders; all done in a mobile tent lab on a flying carpet in Yemen -- give
me a fuckin' break! But then I actually use the brain nature endowed me with!
Go back to bed America, the government is keeping you safe while instilling fear. Perplexing isn't it?
So go watch American idol or the Avengers comic book movie to relieve your confusion, dreamboats.
'They' know it, and I know it, you're not worth a pinch of shit!
As for the FREE WORLD -- FINAL VICTORY is ASSURED -- We are MANY -- We are ONE -- we are
INVINCIBLE!
But we tremble at the mention of American retards and their simplistic propaganda and brazen LIES
-- shall we revise the Bin Laden raid (for the 20th time) and then kill the Seal Team that could expose
it all? You dumb, expendable, fuck's.
The following video simply re-iterates known simplistic methodologies elites use to DECEIVE the
masses, but most people are AWARE of the facts today. We're NOT fooled anymore, are we?
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